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that in almost all cases the growth has taken place within

or near to some important mineral field, while the decad

ence occurs in tracts where there are no workable minerals.

Look, for example, at the prodigious increase of such towns

as Glasgow, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Birmingham,
and Middlesborough. Each of these owes its advance in

population and wealth to its position in the midst of, or

close to, fields of coal and iron. Contrast, on the other

hand, the sleepy, quiet, unprogressive content, and even

sometimes unmistakable decay, of not a few county towns

in our agricultural districts.

Closely connected with this subject is the remarkable

transference of population which for the last generation or

two has been in such rapid progress among us. The large

manufacturing towns are increasing at the expense of the

rural districts. The general distribution of the population

is changing, and the change is obviously underlaid by a

geological cause. People are drawn to the distrcts where

they can obtain most employment and best pay; and these

districts are necessarily those where coal and iron can be

obtained, without which no branch of our manufacturing

industry could at present exist.

In the fourth place the style of architecture in different

districts is largey dependent upon the character of their

geology. The mere presence or absence of building-stone

creates at once a fundamental distinction. Hence the

contrast between the brickwork of England, where building

stone is less common, and the stonework of Scotland,

where stone abounds But even as we move from one

part of a stone-using region to another, marked varieties of

style may be observed, according to local geological develop

ment. The massive yellow limestone blocks of Bath or

Portland, the thin blue flags and slates of the Lake district,
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